
Hansen & Quinn: Unit 18, Exercises (pp536–7) and Readings (pp538–42) 
 
Exercise I 
 
1). Whom (pl.) did you kill, (o) most foolish daughter? 
2). He/She/It was asking the smaller daughter whom (pl.) she (had) killed. 
3). (You) Ask the daughter whom (pl.) she will kill. 
4). What kind of relatively unjust people/men will plot against the democracy? 
5). They were not able in any way to learn what kind of men/people would plot against the democracy. 
6). They announced that Socrates was going to die within three days. 
7). a). Y'all are saying that Socrates died. 
 b). Say (pl.) that Socrates died. 
8). a). Y'all will hear that Socrates has died. 
 b). Y'all will hear Socrates dying. 
9). a). We are asking (Let us ask) how many men/people y'all are/were releasing. 
 b). We were asking how many men/people y'all were releasing. 
 c). We are asking (Let us ask) how many men/people y'all released. 
 d). We were asking how many men/people y'all had released. 
10). Release Demosthenes, at least, (o) worthless one! 
11). Let them release the one who plotted against the people at that time, although he is rather hated. 
12). Take hold of the sharper sword in your hand. 
13). Whatever kind of citizens we are, at any rate, such is our city. 
14). a). Let him/her/it stand here/there so that he/she/it may fight. 
 b). Erect the trophy here/there. 
15). Y'all are giving (Give) these heavy weapons to three of the hoplites. 
16). a). Stop this man from plotting against the people. 
 b). Stop this man (namely) the one plotting against the people. 
 c). Stop plotting against the people. 
17). We (women) enjoy, in some way, placing wine as sweet as possible on the tables of the gods. 
18). You are able to understand, (o) man, neither things truly and clearly spoken nor lies. 
19). Come (pl.) into the council so as to deliberate about the war. 
20). Indeed, let us go and let us not delay further, so that we may not miss the right moment. 
21). I was (They were) hearing, you know, that one table in that festival was sacred to Zeus. 
22). Y'all were asking in what way we had been let go. 
23). However you wish, so do I, at least, act. 
24). They seemed to be sharper than the others with respect to their mind(s), whoever advised the people at the right 

moment about things to be. 
25). Go wherever you want. 
26). Since the affairs of the city are well, let the public speakers stop speaking. 
27). Wherever we are, we will remain there. 
28). a). If only we might be fortunate. 
 b). If only we were (now) fortunate. 
 c). If only we might conquer. 
 d). If only we were (now) conquering. 
 e). If only we had (then) conquered. 
29). Are we somehow to seek whether democracy is a good thing, or not? 
30). We asked whether you didn't want to destroy the democracy. 
31). I was (They were) asking whether you were telling lies or truths. 
32). Let no one be speaking a falsehood, but (rather) let each man speak all things properly. 
 
Exercise II 
 
1). ±r≈thsaw tÚn Dhmosy°nh efi, t«n polemίvn feujom°nvn, boÊloito/boÊletai p°mpein/p°mcai tre›w naËw 

taxeί *aw efiw/parå tØn n∞son. 
2). épokteίnvmen pãntaw ge toÁw §pibouleÊsantaw/§pibebouleukÒtaw t“ dÆmƒ; 
3). mØ fãtv/fÆs˙ to›w •aut“ sumbouleÊousin/sumbouleÊsasin oÈ pisteÊein/pisteËsai to›w duo›n strathgo›w. 



4). ofl mayhta‹ ≥kousan toË Svkrãtouw l°gontow, tª ≤m°r& tª toË yanãtou/époynπskein/époyane›n (√ 
ép°yanen), tØn •autoË cuxÆn, dikaί *an oÔsan, oÎpote oÈd¢n kakÚn peίsesyai. 

5). §peidån l*Ês˙ toÁw fler°aw d°jei/d°j˙ pãs*aw t*åw t*im*åw (t*åw) œn seautÚn éjio›w. 
 
Readings 
 
A). Sausage-seller:  What is it? Why are y'all calling me? 
 Demosthenes:  Come here, so that you may learn how lucky you are and how greatly happy (you are). 
 Nikias:   Come, indeed, take his table and teach him the oracle of the god, how it is/goes/reads; but  
    I, going, will watch for the Paphlagonian. 
 Demosthenes:  Come, then, first put your stuff on the ground; next fall down and prostrate yourself  
    before the earth and the gods. 
 Sausage-seller:  Look!  What is it? 
 Demosthenes:  (O) Blessed one, (o) rich one, (o) no one greater, now or tomorrow, (o) commander of  
    fortunate Athens! 
 Sausage-seller:  Why, (o) friend, don't you let me wash my intestines and sell my sausages, but (rather  
    why do you) mock me (instead)? 
 Demosthenes:  (O) Moron, what kind of sausages? Look here. Do you see the rows of these people? 
 Sausage-seller:  I see (them). 
 Demosthenes:  You yourself will be the leader of all these people, and (of) the marketplace and (of) the  
    harbors and (of) the Pnyx; you will trample the council and (you will) prune the generals,  
    you will bind, you will guard, you will screw in the Prytaneion. 
 Sausage-seller:  Me? 
 Demosthenes:  You, indeed; and not yet do you see everything, at least. But climb up, even onto this  
    table and look down at all the islands in the circle. 
 Sausage-seller:  I'm looking down. 
 Demosthenes:  Really? (Do you see) the markets and the merchant vessels? 
 Sausage-seller:  I do. 
 Demosthenes:  How, then, are you not greatly prosperous? Even now cast your right eye on Caria, your  
    left on Carthage. 
 Sausage-seller:  I will be fortunate if I have my eyes twisted out of focus? 
 Demosthenes:  No, but through you all these things are exported for sale. For you are becoming, as this  
    here oracle relates, a very great man. 
 Sausage-seller:  Tell me, even, how will I, (being) a sausage-seller, become (this) man? 
 Demosthenes:  For, you know, on account of this same reason are you becoming great, because you are a  
    base man from the marketplace and bold. 
 
B). Gorgias: Nor, at any rate, by Zeus, if someone, going into the gymnasium (being) well with respect to his  

  body and having gained skill in boxing, (if he) then hits his father and his mother or some other of 
his household or friends, on account of this must one hate trainers and those who teach (people) to fight in arms 
and (it is not necessary) to cast them out of the cities. For the former, on the one hand, handed (men) over (to the 
trainers) for the purpose of using them justly against enemies and those who do wrong, (if they are) defending 
themselves, not (if they are) taking the initiative; but the others, turning things around, make use of their strength 
and skill improperly. Therefore, those who have done the teaching are not base, nor for this reason is their skill 
either blameworthy or base, but (rather) those (ones who are) not using (it) properly (are base), I think. And, 
indeed, the argument is the same concerning rhetoric. 


